Dosage prediction via estimation of shell thickness and concentration of drug carrier with microbubbles.
For drug delivery applications, dosage prediction before release and estimation after release are required functions. In this study, we attempted to establish a method to evaluate liposome concentrations and liposome shell thickness for dosage prediction. We use the Trilling model with parameter of phospholipids bilayers to simulate the frequency responses under the different acoustic pressure and establish an experimental protocol to evaluate the liposome concentrations and the liposome shell thickness. Our results illustrate the changes on the signal strength for different concentrations and show that it is relatively stable to estimate the concentrations when the cycles are lower (15 cycles). Besides, it is verified that the second harmonic signal is more sensitive in analyzing different concentrations. On the other hand, it is proved that the liposome shell thickness affect signal strength and thinner thickness will increase the second harmonic response. Therefore, in accordance with the theoretical and experimental results, we would be able to estimate the concentration and the shell thickness of the liposomes. By numerical analysis methods, dosage prediction would be built.